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Overview of Galley Pay  

What is Galley Pay? 
Galley Pay allows for all Flight Attendants working eligible galley positions to receive an additional $1.00 for each 
block hour (pro-rated for partial hours) flown.  Galley Pay applies to eligible positions on B757 and widebody aircraft. 
 
Pre-Merger UA Flight Attendants will request Galley Pay using an app on their Link device, while pre-merger CO Flight 
Attendants will be paid automatically.  This user guide describes the process that pre-merger UA Flight Attendants 
need to follow to request Galley Pay. This user guide does not apply to pre-merger CO Flight Attendants. 

 

Under which conditions can a Flight Attendant request Galley Pay? 
Galley Pay applies to galley positions aboard B757 and widebody aircraft.  Two categories of Galley Pay positions exist 

affecting how Galley Pay is processed.  The following table summarizes these categories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Timeline for submitting Galley Pay Requests using Link 
Flight Attendants may request Galley Pay using the app from the time their flight segment is complete up to 7 days 
after completion of the last flight in their ID. If the ID ends within the last 7 days of a bid period, Galley Pay requests 
must be submitted by 6 p.m. CT on the first day of the new bid period. 
 
Once the selection window for submitting Galley Pay requests using the app has closed, Flight Attendants will need to 
contact the Payroll Flight Crew Support Team (Crew Pay) to make a Galley Pay request by calling 1-800-FLTLINE 
option 4, then option 3. 

 

Galley Pay with the Link Device 
Galley Pay App Overview 

The Galley Pay app has two main tabs: Active and Archived.  These are described below. 

1. Active Tab 
 Galley Pay Eligible Flights: A toggle button for a flight on this list indicates that the flight is within the 

selection window and a Galley Pay request can be submitted. Flights that do not have a toggle button are 
outside the selection window and cannot be requested. 

 
Closed Open 

Conditions Premium galley bid position that 

has been awarded through the 

monthly bid process or acquired 

via trip trade with another Flight 

Attendant 

Open premium galley positions 

(77W, 76C) and all non-premium 

galley positions on 757 and 

widebody flights 

Flight Type International Domestic & International 

Galley Pay Request Method No action needed – Paid 

automatically 

Link 

Aircraft Type B777-300 (77W), B767C (76C) B747, B787, B777, B767, B757 
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 Action Needed: Flights will appear in this section if they require further action because the request did not 
successfully post to DFAP, or more Flight Attendants submitted Galley Pay requests for the same flight than 
there are positions available. 

 Pending DFAP Posting:  This section includes flights for which the Flight Attendant submitted a Galley Pay 
request that is pending to post to DFAP.   

 

2. Archived Tab 
 
 Posted to DFAP: Flights on this list were archived because they successfully posted to DFAP. 
 Errors: Flights on this list were manually archived by the Flight Attendant from the “Action Needed” section in 

the Active tab. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Logging into the Galley Pay App 

Galley Pay requests can only be submitted when your Link device is connected to the internet. Requests submitted 

through the app are not stored if you are not connected to the internet at the time you make the request. To submit 

a Galley Pay request onboard a flight with Wi-Fi capability, connect to United Wi-Fi once your device is in Airplane 

mode.  If you’re unable to connect to the app while onboard, try connecting to the app once you’re on the ground. To 

submit a Galley Pay request on the ground, connect via Wi-Fi or through cellular data. 

Active Archived 

Galley Pay 

Eligible Flights 

(Requested/ 

Available 

galley 

positions) 

Action Needed 

Pending DFAP 

Posting  

Posted to 

DFAP 

Errors 

Refresh button  
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Select the icon below from your Link device to open the Galley Pay app. 

 

The login screen for the Galley Pay app is displayed, as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  Enter your uID and 

password to log into the app 

and select “Sign In.” 

2.  You will need to be connected 

to the internet to use the app.  If 

you are not connected, the 

following prompt will appear.  To 

proceed, connect your device to 

the internet, and select “OK.” 
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Requesting Galley Pay using Link 

      

 

 

 

If you request Galley Pay for a flight where the number of requests exceeds the number of eligible positions, an 

exception will be created and the flight will move to the “Action Needed” section.  Selecting the exclamation point on 

the flight once it is in the “Action Needed” section displays a message that provides the names of the Flight 

Attendants that have requested Galley Pay for the same flight.  This information can be used by Flight Attendants to 

resolve the exception issue before the selection window closes. Flights in this section that are not a result of too 

many Galley Pay requests, would display an error message when selected.  

1.  Eligible flights will be listed 

in the “Galley Pay Eligible 

Flights” section.  Flights within 

the selection window will have 

a toggle button, while those 

outside the window will not.   

2.  To request Galley Pay, move the 

toggle button to the right.  A prompt 

will appear asking whether you worked 

the galley for that specific flight and 

will display the names of other Flight 

Attendants, if any, that have requested 

Galley Pay on the same flight.  If you 

worked the Galley, select “Yes” to 

submit a Galley Pay request.  

3.  The selected flight will move 

to the “Pending DFAP Posting” 

section, and the number of 

Galley Pay requests for the flight 

will be updated to reflect 

number of requests submitted.   
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When a Flight Attendant working a closed galley position assumes an open Purser position, she/he should contact the 

Crew Desk prior to departure and provide the names and employee numbers of the Flight Attendants assuming the 

Purser position and the bid galley positions. Flight Attendants working all other galley positions should request Galley 

Pay through the app.  

In the event, the Crew Desk is unable to be notified prior to departure, the Purser should file a DSPFAC for the Purser 

position and the closed galley positions by submitting the names and employee numbers in the remarks field. Flight 

Attendants working all other galley positions should request Galley Pay through the app. 

The only exception to this process is when the Purser or designated Language Qualified Flight Attendant works the 

galley. In these cases the Flight Attendant must file a pay claim through DSPFAC by submitting the names and 

employee numbers in the remarks field. 

Canceling a Galley Pay Request from the Pending DFAP Posting Section 

You may cancel a Galley Pay request at any time within the selection window by selecting the flight and sliding the 

toggle to the left.  

A prompt will appear asking if you want to cancel your Galley Pay request and displays details about the other Flight 

Attendants, if any, which have submitted requests for Galley Pay. Clicking “Yes” cancels your request, reduces the 

count of Flight Attendants that have requested Galley Pay for this flight, and moves the flight from the “Pending DFAP 

Posting” section to the “Galley Pay Eligible Flights” section. 
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Canceling a Galley Pay Request from the Action Needed Section 

Within the selection window, you may also undo Galley Pay Requests from the “Action Needed” section due to an 

exception (e.g., the number of Flight Attendants that have submitted Galley Pay requests for the same flight exceeds 

the number of maximum galley positions available). 

 

 

                
  

 

Once the number of submitted Galley Pay requests for a flight is in an acceptable range (e.g. the number of requests 

submitted is less than or equal to the number of positions), other Flight Attendants who have submitted Galley Pay 

requests for this flight, will see the flight move from the “Action Needed” section to the “Pending DFAP Posting”  

 

1.  Select the exclamation 

point on the right side of the 

flight that you would like to 

cancel the request from. 

2.  A prompt will appear 

asking if you would like to 

cancel your Galley Pay request 

for the flight you selected.  To 

cancel your request, select 

“Yes.” 

3.  If the removal of your request brings 

the number of submitted Galley Pay 

requests into an acceptable range (e.g. the 

number of requests submitted is less than 

or equal to the number of positions 

available), then the flight will be moved 

from the “Action Needed” section to the 

“Galley Pay Eligible Flights” section.  
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section in their app.  To see this change, Flight Attendants may need to refresh their screens by selecting the refresh 

button on the lower right hand corner of the app. 

 

Posting Galley Pay to DFAP 

All Galley Pay requests that do not have exceptions associated with them (e.g. Action Needed or Errors) will be 
automatically submitted to UNIMATIC for posting once the selection window closes.  

If the submission is successful, the flight will move from the “Pending DFAP Posting” section in the Active tab, to the 
“Posted to DFAP” section in the Archived tab.   

However, if the submission attempt is rejected by UNIMATIC, the flight will move to the “Action Needed” section and 
the Flight Attendant can select the exclamation point to view more information regarding the error.  

Submitting Galley Pay requests through the app will not close the DSPFAC. You should continue to access the DSPFAC 
using UNIMATIC to submit for Purser, language, holding, etc. 

 

Viewing Archived Flights 

Archived flights can be viewed by selecting “Archived” at the top of the app.  The list of Archived flights contains a 
rolling 45-day history of flights that were successfully posted to DFAP or manually archived.  Information about each 
flight can be displayed by tapping on the flight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  If you select a flight that was 

successfully posted to DFAP, information 

about this flight will appear in a prompt. 

2.  If you select a flight for which action was 

needed, or if there is an error associated with 

this flight, a prompt with an error message will 

appear. 
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Manually Archiving Flights 

Flights that are in the “Action Needed” section as a result of too many Galley Pay requests cannot be manually 
archived. Only flights that have a different error message can be manually archived. Once flights are manually 
archived, the flight moves from the “Action Needed” section to the “Errors” section in the Archived tab. 

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Too Many Galley Pay Requests for the Same Flight 

If the number of Galley Pay requests submitted exceeds the number of positions allowed on a given flight, and the 

selection window for canceling Galley Pay requests on Link has passed, all impacted Flight Attendants will receive an 

email from FAST. This email will list the number of open galley positions, the names of the Flight Attendants who 

have requested Galley Pay via Link, and will ask the impacted Flight Attendants to confirm whether or not they 

worked the galley on the specific flight.  Impacted Flight Attendants will be asked to respond within 14 days in order  

1.  To manually archive a flight, 

slide the flight to the left and 

select “Archive.” 

2.  If a flight for which you requested Galley Pay has 

been requested by too many Flight Attendants, you will 

not be able to archive the flight.  If you attempt to 

archive the flight, a prompt will appear on the screen.    
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to resolve the issue. If it is resolved within 14 days, the Payroll Flight Crew Support Team (Crew Pay) will be notified 

and will apply Galley Pay to the paycheck of the eligible Flight Attendants. 

However, if all Flight Attendants that submitted Galley Pay requests for the same flight claim to have worked the 

galley, or if some or none of the Flight Attendants contacted respond to the email from FAST, then the issue will be 

escalated to the base supervisors to resolve.  Pay will be not be processed until a resolution has been reached.  

 

New Pay Item for Galley Pay Positions 

Flight Attendants working eligible galley positions on Domestic and International flights (excluding 76C and 77W), will 

see a new pay item in their Monthly Flight Time Report (MFTR), and Monthly Statement of Earnings (MSOE), within 

the Earnings Pay section. The following pay codes will appear in the MFTR and DFAP: 

 Closed Open 

Domestic 61070 51070 

International 63070 53070 

 

 

 


